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I. SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS: CODE OVERVIEW

The code to this description is open-source and hosted on Github https://github.com/

herr-d/photonic_lattice. It is written in C++ and was logically divided into three classes

of which one implements the lattice of a single box, another class combines all boxes to the larger

lattice, and the last class finds paths between different structures.

The lattice implementation for each box is given by the class Graph. It implements the graph

as a std::deque, whose key is a unique identifier for the individual node and the value is a

std::vector of all neighbors. These neighbours are stored as a std::pair where the first

value is the id of the box and the second value gives the id of the node inside that box. Further

important functions are Graph::generate_connections which randomly generates the

lattice using the rules for the fusion operations and Graph::find_structure which looks

for a suitable position for the structure.

The large lattice class, Parallel, contains a std::vector of the class Graph. This vector

contains all the information related to the lattice. The class handles all high-level operations, such

as output of the purified lattice, and calculations for the statistics. It further determines between

which structures a path needs to be found. While our implementation is not yet parallel, the

parallelization should be straightforward to implement in this class.

Finally, the class Astar, implements the path-finding algorithm A*.
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